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Welcome

Dear Reader,
I am delighted to share our latest quarterly
report with you just before the holidays
begin. 2021 has been another tough year
across our sector in part due to the
pandemic, the challenges across supply
chains and the relentless issues caused by
local, regional and national travelling
offenders. Again by working together in
partnership we have been able to weather
the storm and continue to move forward.
Together, we have further evidenced that
collaboration is critical to reducing business
crime across all sectors. Not just retailers
and carriers working together but the
extensive network of critical local Business
Crime Partnerships (both independent and
within Business Improvement Districts) and
the larger supporting organisations like
NBCS and the Shopping Centres who all
work to achieve the same outcomes.
This time of year presents us with the best
opportunity to revisit our relationships,
both personal and business and to make
additional efforts to build strong networks
for the benefit of all. I urge all stakeholders
to take this view and to asses whether we
are better on our own or as I believe, better
together.

2022 promises to be another challenging
year but there are some exciting
opportunities around the corner. Not least
the shift towards live facial recognition
technology further supporting brick and
mortar stores and offering opportunities to
prevent crime.
Additionally, the growth of our NBCS
Connect networks. Our Connect members
will become Connect partners in 2022
shifting our collective approach and
recognising these local and regional
organisations for what they truly are, an
incredibly valuable local contributor to the
National effort.
We also expect to support more businesses
with their online offering via Claims Detect
Online, we know retailers are beginning to
see the risks associated with online retail
and we stand ready to support.
Finally, I would like to thank you all for your
continued support and wish all NBCS
Members, Associate Members, NBCS
Connect Partners, the NBCS Board of
Management, representative members
group our suppliers and the whole sector a
very Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year!
Thank you

Peter
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95
New
members

3
New services
launched

32

110

Collaborative
exclusions

Investigations
led

2
National Conferences
delivered

3189

5
New partners

5

New working
groups formed

Crime alerts
generated

1
New platform
launched

1
Cyber
Accreditation

NBCS Christmas Baubles

The achievements of our network across 2021
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A lot can happen in a year…
We take a look at the main highlights achieved by NBCS and
members of our network across 2021

March

Jan/Feb
The Launch of
Connect Managed
Service, providing
BIDs with a crime
and safety
management
function

May
Launch of the new
Connect Group
providing BIDs and
BCRPs with a
platform to share
challenges and
opportunities. Plus
we welcomed a
new Membership
Manager

Sept
Launched the first
collaborative
facial recognition
working group to
bottom out the
legal on this
exciting
opportunity
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Official launch of
the One Touch
Police reporting
trial with Sussex
Police and The
Co-op group

June
Lobbied all PCC
candidates urging
them to consider
businesses in
their Police and
Crime plan

Oct
Achieved the
second Cyber
Essentials
accreditation

Launch of the
new Truckpol
Trend Call which
addresses
Trends across
transport and
distribution

April
Launch of
Connect Cumbria,
supporting
businesses locally
to reduce crime
and welcomed a
new Business
Crime Liaison
Officer

Jul/Aug
Launch of the new
and improved
Claims Detect
Online platform,
supporting online
retailers to
manage claims

Delivered the first
National Business
Crime Conference
in Nottingham and
one of the first
events of its kind
after the pandemic

Nov/Dec
Delivered the
second and last
National Business
Crime Conference
of 2021

The Launch of
Connect Direct,
providing retailers
with local support
where this does
not currently exist

Proud to be
supporting…
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NBCS By the Numbers
DECEMBER 2021

Since August 2021, the NBCS have generated 1425 alerts featuring organised, prolific and
travelling offenders which can be broken down across the below industry types.

ALERTS CIRCULATED
Supermarket & Convenience 365
Fashion 370

All regions
received
appropriate
alerts based
on offender
activity

Speciality 370
Wholesale 80
Café, Dining & Hospitality 92

30

Truckpol & Tobacco 119
Burglaries 11
Robberies 28

1425

65

15

128

35

85
117

169

Alerts
Generated

79
151

79

201

Some alerts are duplicated across multiple regions. Alerts are split down by NBCS to ensure the
alerts are shared proportionately.
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Intelligence Led Success Stories
Over the past quarter, our Police Liaison Officers have worked with members and police partners to
ensure series linked investigations were raised and the most prolific and organised offenders were
tracked, arrested and prosecuted. Each success below would not have been possible without the NBCS
network and all those connected to it. So please continue to share your intelligence and together we will
make a dent in offending.

Aggressive Team Targeting
Convenience
Well known travelling team,
known to be aggressive and active
across the UK committing bulk
thefts of tobacco and alcohol in
convenience stores.
NBCS presented the series of over
100 offences to Gloucestershire
and Thames Valley police.
As a result of NBCS proving this
data, there have been two arrests.

One suspect has been charged
with 8 offences of assault and
theft.
Another suspect is wanted by
police and is on bail pending a CPS
decision on 50 conspiracy offences
across Gloucestershire, Thames
Valley, Northamptonshire, Surrey
and Norfolk.
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Serial Refund Suspect
Highly active national travelling
refunder targeting members across
all retail sectors in the UK.
Offender is deaf and utilises fake
receipts to obtain refunds.
NBCS Police Liaison Officers have
successfully engaged West Midlands
police to take up all force area
offences.
Over 20 offences have been taken
up by the Officer In Charge.
The suspect is wanted by police.
An arrest is expected shortly.

The information our members and
partners share is critical to the
successful outputs our network is
able to achieve.
Please continue to share so we can
carry on delivering results like these
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Intelligence Led Success Stories

Burglar Arrested
NBCS received a report of a burglary
from a member.
Our PLO liaised with the police force
and secured a patrol strategy
resulting in the offender being
caught at another of the member’s
stores.

Sleight of Hand Gang –
Arrested and Charged
A pair of offenders who have
been committing sleight of hand
offences over the past 2-years.
Additionally, they have
committed burglary and theft.

Following the arrest, NBCS circulated
an alert.

NBCS collated incident data
from our members and prepared
identification statements for
policing.

Another member reported that the
offender had committed burglary in
one of their stores.

Both pleaded guilty to multiple
offences.

The NBCS reported this offence to
police who added this to their case.

Main offender received a
suspended sentence.

The offender was recalled to prison
and is known to be prolific..

This male has continued to
offend. NBCS continue to work
with police to provide incident
data and identification.
He is wanted by police and will
be sentenced following breaches
of his suspended sentence.
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Smarter retail makes the difference
Attract customers, optimize store layout, prevent
shoplifting, reduce checkout lines, handling peak
shopping periods… there are several concerns to
operate as a retailer. Smart technologies are
designed to support you and give the consumer a
greater, faster and safer experience when shopping.
Find the opportunities to increase revenues and
shape the future of your retail store- all in real time.
Click here for Graham Swallow’s latest article The
Golden Quarter – Customer confidence through
threat mitigation

For an
introduction
To AXIS click
the video

Calla is a small, secure body
camera with a front facing
screen and cloud based video
management software service
for people working in
healthcare, education and
retail.
Unbreakable Security
Reveal was the first manufacturer to introduce AES
encryption in a body camera, so security has been at the
heart of our products for a long time.
Front Facing Screen
Studies show that when people can see they are being
recorded it can help calm them down and avoid conflict,
and that’s just what Calla does by de-escalating situations,
reducing disruption and recording an independent account
of what happened.
One touch record
Having a single, quick and simple action to turn the camera
on has always been an essential feature in our body
cameras. Our intuitive red sliding switch is a positive action
that confirms activation by the physical position change on
the camera and is easy to operate for staff on the go.

National Business
Crime Conference
JULY 2021

The NBCS National Business Crime Conference in
November was bigger than ever, with a record
number of members attending. Always keen to
improve, and free of Covid restrictions, we took
onboard feedback from the July event and
focused on improving the opportunities for
delegates and Associate Members to engage in a
constructive and productive way. The day started
with a networking breakfast, welcoming our
delegates to enjoy a hot snack while engaging
with the Associate Members. This proved
successful, and feedback has been positive from
retailers and Associates alike.
Tim Edwards, Chairman of the National Business
Crime Solution welcomed delegates to the
conference and introduced Peter Fisher (NBCS
General Manager) who gave an update of our
activity over the past 12-months and to set the
scene for the day. Understanding local crime and
the reasons why people offend, along with
discussing ways of using this information to
reduce offending was a continuing theme for the
conference.
We were pleased to welcome Supt. Patrick
Holdaway to the conference to provide an update
on the National Business Crime Centre (NBCC).
We thank Patrick for taking the time to attend
and for answering questions from delegates on
the day.
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The conference marked the official launch of
NBCS Connect Direct. NBCS is an organisation for
members, by members. Over the past year, our
members have told us that local, persistent
offending is now a key focus. There is broad
recognition of the fact that it is these offenders
who are often the most abusive and violent,
whilst also damaging business profits.
Snap polls conducted on the day underlined the
fact that local crime is now more of a focus for
our members than national, a marked change
from previously. NBCS is on the front foot in
launching NBCS Connect Direct, which aims
specifically at tackling local offending.
We are pleased to report that there has been
considerable interest in Connect Direct from
members since the launch. This is an exciting
opportunity for members, and we look forward to
discussing how you can get involved.
Stuart Toogood gave a thought-provoking
presentation regarding the work he and his team
in the West Midlands are doing to break the cycle
of offending. The conference heard a personal
account from one of the participants of the
program Darren. This is another change in focus
for many retailers. The question of how to
manage offenders is complex, but there seemed
to be acceptance from those present that it is
time to try something new.

Event

…News

To further support this and similar programmes,
and keep the conversation going, we announced
the launch of the NBCS Foundation. This charity
will work to raise funding, improve awareness
and educate retailers in regard to alternative
offender outcomes.
After lunch, the focus turned to thought
leadership, with the introduction of Discussion
Zones. These provided the opportunity for
retailers and Associate Members to join in
discussions on a number of topics. The tables
were chaired by experts and industry leaders
enthusiastic about their topics, which ranged
from ‘Managing Local Offenders’ to ‘The Future
of Police Reporting’ and ‘Action Fraud’. This was
the first time we have run this type of session.
Feedback has been constructive and will be
considered as we develop this aspect of the
conference in future.
We are grateful to all those who facilitated these
Discussion Zones, and for capturing the key
output from delegates which can ben found on
page 12.
Daniel Darwin discussed the potential impact of
mental health on offending, continuing the
discussion on the themes of local crime and
alternative outcomes.
To close the conference, we were joined by Paul
Gerard from The Co-op group who discussed
dealing with prolific and persistent offending
together. In a moving presentation, Paul spoke
of his experience in working with NBCS and
Sussex Police to deliver the One Touch Reporting
Trial. His message was very clear. Co-operation
is the best way to achieve results, and the results
that have been achieved in Sussex demonstrate
the effectiveness of the model that is being
trialled. He ended his talk by simply saying: “My
staff feel safer.” A powerful message and one
that had people talking long after the
conference ended.
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• Patrick Holdaway – National
Business Crime Centre
• Stuart Toogood – West Midlands
Police, Offender to Rehab
• Dan Darwin – Darwin Training
Solutions
• Paul Gerrard – The Co-op Group
• Tim Edwards – Global Profit
Protection Director at JD Group
• Peter Fisher - NBCS
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Event

What did we learn from the event…
Throughout the course of the day, delegates took part in Snap Polls with the aim to gage the current
climate in relation to business crime reduction. This feedback will help us develop our strategy for
the coming year, there were some surprising results…

What service does your business use to risk assess your stores?

Just your own data?
An alternative paid for software

Police.co.uk
NBCS

What would you like to see more of from NBCS?
Deeper analysis of the data
Tactical Calls
Extended PLO service – evenings / weekends
Enhanced intelligence sharing
Provide enhanced iNTEL ONE software training
Greater thought leadership in terms of the wider issues and…
Influencing change via lobbying

Local prolific offender targeting

1%
No intelligence gathered

15%
What is your
view of
intelligence
sharing?

Do not
share

84%
Feel the benefits
of sharing with
others

Tackling business crime together

What is your
primary
focus in
terms of
offenders?

35%

65%
Local prolific &
persistent
offenders

National
travelling
and OCGs
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Event

What did we learn from the event…
Where does your business focus the
majority of its crime reduction
resource?

Does your business take legal action
against your offenders?
Civil Recovery

12%
6%

Transport &
distribution

Exclusion processes
Civil Court Injunctions
All of the above

82%

Non of the above

Bricks & mortar

Exclusion

1% scheme
22%
Do you have
visibility of
your in
transit
crimes?

Have no
visibility

54%
Have a
business
process

24%

Only if
substantial
loss is
suffered

What is the
biggest
benefit of
being a
member of a
Business
Crime
Partnership?

4%

4%

Radio
Crime
network
manager

90%
Intelligence
sharing

Do you feel your business, (from an LP perspective) is adapting fast enough to the
growth in online lost in transit fraud?

Yes, our business has a focused LP strategy
We are now building our LP strategy
We have yet to look at developing an online LP strategy
We are not online

Tackling business crime together
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1 Room10 Zones
Over 180 owners of
unique knowledge

Discussion Zone
NOVEMBER 2021

One of the best things about this industry is the will to collaborate with other businesses and organisations to identify
challenges and find solutions. Through the introduction of the NBCS Discussion Zone, delegates were able to share
their expertise and listen to how others have combated issues. From facial recognition to tackling fraud, the
Discussion Zones had something for everyone and has proven popular with members.

The main take-aways from the discussions looked like this…

Facial Recognition

Crime Affecting Transport

1. Clarity around data sharing locally,
regionally and nationally was needed
2. Follow procedures i.e. LIAs, DPIAs –
very granular
3. ICO Sandbox exercise i.e. use of Facial
recognition technology (FRT)
4. Marry up retailer and supplier
requirements (what the retailers want
the system to do)
5. Use the ICO, consultation is imperative
for FRT

Driving
rehabilitation
through data
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1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Sharing of information not only with trade
associations but also between individual
companies
2. Lack of knowledge about how to
report/share an incident – Truckpol / TAPA /
NAVCIS etc
3. Secure truck parking facilities – not enough
and cost too high
4. Collaboration between different police
forces to improve the chances of conviction
5. Is there opportunity for the industry to
sponsor a police secondment?

How do we identify appropriate offenders?
How do we understand why they offend?
Data can be collated by the BID wardens in certain places
One touch reporting will support this approach

Counteracting Counterfeit
Currency
1. Counterfeit currency funds organised
crime
2. Get in touch with Bank of England for
training around what retailers need to do
when fake notes are identified etc
3. Do not keep notes in store and definitely
not for training purposes – it's illegal
4. There needs to be a better understanding
of identifying counterfeit notes

Action Fraud - Next Generation
1. Acknowledgement of lack of
communication of decisions
2. Retail crime is not on the agenda
because of the lack of reporting
3. Next Gen changes – making the
experience of victims more seamless
4. Communication stronger Action Fraud
5. A push for businesses to accurately
report all relevant crimes

Challenges of Police Crime
Reporting

Managing Local Offending

1. Police reporting is directly correlated to
police response
2. Long term aim is one touch reporting, no
duplication
3. Lack of consistency in police reporting
dependant on the force
4. Main format is online, unless immediate
response needed
5. Greater communication from police needed
on crime reporting standards

1. Blockers included - incident reporting
systems, sharing information and Police
deployment
2. Partnership working – local and strategic
3. Active and positive GDPR compliant data
sharing
4. Combat the displacement of crime
5. Ensuring all businesses are aware of local
offenders

Reducing
Crime in the
Distribution
Centre

Strengthening
BCRP National
Standards

Releasing the
Full Potential
of
Technology

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HGV losses – reduce crime loss inbound
People screening technology – internal theft
Utilising CCTV to identify customer claims (online)
Obtain data from LP officers – incident reporting
Unmanned gatehouses – mitigating the risk of automation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The need for a standard
Need for transparency
Independence
Data complaint
Expectations

1. NBCS draft guidelines for incident completion, enhancing data quality
2. GDPR is not an issue for sharing, DPIA support sharing with purpose
3. Retailers sometimes lack resilience and skill set to consistently report
to NBCS
4. Risk profiles control resource allocation but do not resolve issues

Hikvision is a world leading provider of security
products and solutions. Featuring an extensive and
highly skilled R&D workforce, Hikvision manufactures
a full suite of comprehensive products and solutions
for a broad range of vertical markets. In addition to
the security industry, Hikvision extends its reach to
smart home tech, industrial automation, and
automotive electronics industries to achieve its longterm vision.
Hikvision products also provide powerful business
intelligence for end users, which can enable more
efficient operations and greater commercial
success. .

A trolley based pushout prevention system
thwarts ORC and shoplifters at the moment
a theft occurs. As a thief attempts to leave,
the pushout prevention system locks the
trolley in place keeping your merchandise in
the store, with most thieves walking away
empty handed. As shoplifters experience
less success, professional thieves will be
driven to easier targets.

Amberstone are a major supplier of
intelligence-led manned guarding and loss
prevention services and one of the leading
providers of electronic security solutions
operating across the UK and Europe.
We pride ourselves on our tailored and
innovative
approach
to
meeting
our
customers needs, from comprehensive endto-end solutions to the procurement of
bundled or individual products and services.
We aim to provide
the best return on
investment for our
varied client base,
whilst reducing risk,
minimising costs
and sharing
strategic best
practice, wherever
possible.

Fire & Security
The impact of a fire or security breach can be
devastating. Our fire and security division
protect our clients’ businesses, staff and
reputations by providing effective risk
mitigation solutions.
We offer a full range of services covering

procurement,
design, supply, installation
We
are an intelligence-led
security and
maintenance, and can offer expert advice on
business

the best system for your needs. Our team can
provide a large scale roll out across multiple
We know the best way to create safe and
sites as well as assisting with smaller bespoke
secure
environments is by combining deep
solutions.

expertise of our people with the power of
our systems, deploying the best technology.
Translating data into meaningful insights
gives our people actionable intelligence to
deliver effective security solutions.

At your
Convenience
Far
from
the
madding
crowd,
independent stores provide a vital
service for out-of-the way communities
such as remote housing estates, small
parades of shops and villages, but their
isolation can also be their Achilles heel
when it comes to persistent criminal
activity and anti-social behaviour, much
of which involves high levels of violence
and aggression.
The same can also be said for out-of-town
retail parks that, by definition, are often out
of range of the assistance provided by a
local business crime partnership or BID levy
payment schemes.
These locations make business owners
nervous – they feel out of sight and out of
mind of crime reduction schemes and local
police and subsequently more vulnerable
and exposed to local and persistent
shoplifters, often gangs who default to
violence and aggression as their first line of
persuasion.
To this end, NBCS has just unveiled its
Connect - Direct offering for stand-alone
stores, a service that delivers many of the
benefits of full membership as well as a
unique package of colleague training
delivered by conflict resolution specialists
Maybo.
These stores often suffer from intelligence
gaps by not being part of neighbourhood
crime reduction programmes, a key factor
exploited by gangs and opportunists.
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NBCS Connect - Direct provides
stand-alone support for stand-alone
retailers and conflict resolution
training for independent stores

Incidents are treated in a silo and are often
so ubiquitous as to never, or hardly ever, be
reported to the police because of the
intensive effort required to do so,
compared to the minimum response they
are likely to receive in return.
All these factors have eroded the quality of
the incident reporting, where it exists, to
the point that many local stores lack the
day-to-day intelligence-sharing capacity to
be able to identify who their prolific
offenders are.

We have therefore developed NBCS
Connect - Direct to utilise our existing
national model to leverage the larger
benefits on a smaller scale and at a lower
price. The reality is that these independent
and smaller retailers do not have access to
the same resources as regional or national
retailers and are less equipped to support
their store teams, at the same time they
hold the data required to bridge the
business crime intelligence gap.
We use a dedicated team of business crime
liaison officers to work with local businesses
to gather intelligence and target the 20% of
prolific and persistent offenders committing
80% of the crime, a tiered strategy where
local result targets can be set regionally or
even nationally, and a systematic approach
to streamline reporting structures to make
it easier to log and action incidents.
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The service, offered for less than £17 per
month, gives stores peace of mind through
access to iNTEL ONE, our leading crime
management platform, real-time alerts and
intelligence optics in the shape of access to
people of interest and suspicious vehicle
galleries, as well as an offender exclusion
programme.
On top of this, the fee – from £195 per
annum for a single store is reduced based
on store membership scales meaning the
service is also attractive to larger chains.
NBCS Connect – Direct also gives smaller
businesses access to online training for up
to five members of staff from Maybo, a
globally respected coaching business that
has specialised in conflict de-escalation
education across the retail and hospitality
sector since 1998. Our approach is holistic,
ideally the intelligence would be used to
deter the crime, if the crime is committed
then the training gives the store team the
skills required to deal with any potential
aggression and keep themselves safe, and
then, a systemic and simple mechanism to
report crime where offenders can be
identified and linked offences submitted to
Police.
Welcoming the initiative, Richard Smith,
Chief Executive, Maybo, said:

"Independent retailers and
their staff are at considerable
risk of theft, abuse and
violence but until now have
lacked access to the
expertise, resources and
training available to larger
businesses. Connect Direct is
an innovative and much
needed solution that Maybo is
proud to support and that
empowers smaller businesses
to better protect their staff
and customers."

The overall benefit of NBCS Connect - Direct
is to effectively close many of the
intelligence gaps by joining the dots and fill
what was really an information black hole. It
is good for individual shops that while being
the beating heart of their community have
seen that pulse diminish through the
impact of hardcore offenders on business.
It is also good for the stores on out-of-town
retail parks where national businesses, not
currently part of NBCS could focus on
specific ‘hot spots’ in parts of the UK they
have a specific issue.
Rather than a threat to existing excellent
BIDS and BCRPs, NBCS Connect Direct is a
complementary service as these retail parks
by definition fall outside the town centres
or the levy areas. Th service also enhances
the opportunities to support BCRPs and
BIDs with the ‘missing’ intelligence by
bridging the existing intelligence gap.
A service providing transparency and full
access to KPIs, NBCS Connect - Direct will
shine a light through systematic processes
on crime reporting in areas that have up
until now been difficult to access in terms of
the profiling and prevention piece around
persistent and prolific offenders. It is also
more cost effective because it dramatically
streamlines the invoicing process which in
turn saves time and money for subscribing
businesses – so much so that out of the way
stores can at last feel better informed and
protected.
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THE GOLD
STANDARD IN
SECURITY
Always Investing in Our People
TSS is the UK’s largest privately owned security
company, employing over 4000 licensed
security personnel.
We are a family owned business which, in our
25 year history, has always remained true to
our core values of best value and service
excellence, taking care of our people who in
turn take care of our clients. Simple really.
Over time our business has diversified from
being a predominately retail specialist into
many other aspects of security. Unlike some
companies we do not claim to do everything –
but what we do we do well. A sound
philosophy resulting in our impressive client
list and unrivalled customer retention.

Professional Security Smoke
Systems from Smoke Screen
info@conceptsmoke.com

CDO Page

The UK’s leading solution
for online claims fraud
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New offering is
winning the
battle in the
claim game

The National Business Crime Solution
(NBCS) has relaunched Claims Detect
Online (CDO) with added functionality to
help manage the rise in false post-COVID
goods lost in transit (GLIT) claims, as well as
increased bogus, and often sophisticated,
refund scams.
CDO, previously Praesidio, was created in
the pre-pandemic world of 2017 when
largely unchallenged GLIT claims were
already running at around £400 million per
year, with £40 being the average basket
size.

But thanks to the lockdown and the seismic
upward shift in UK online sales – they rose
by more than a third in 2020, the highest
growth since 2007, according to online retail
body IMRG – retailers faced a greater
challenge
in
differentiating
between
genuine claims and the actions of malicious
chancers at one end of the spectrum and
organised retail criminal gangs at the other.

the COVID-19 outbreak "had made them
more confident in returning online
purchases".
The research suggested that younger
shoppers were already happy to "buy, try,
return", but during the pandemic this has
also become learned behaviour for older
customers.
Mintel's study also found that almost half
(49 per cent) of UK online shoppers had
sent something back in the past year, rising
to 60 per cent for those aged between 16
and 34.
This trend has caused headaches for
swamped online retailers, who often pay to
cover the cost of delivery and return as well
as having to find a way to get the item back
into their supply chain.
And all of this is before they have identified
if the claims are genuine or not.

This created a particular headache for the
fashion industry, already under pressure for
lost sales, where customers unable to visit
shops and try clothes on were far more
likely to return items they bought online.

The new version of CDO, powered by Zinc
Systems, is predicated on a new forensic
and intuitive software that provides end-toend case management that is more astute
at detecting fraud, linking claims, sending
alerts and creating investigations.

Consequently, online return rates have
soared further, according to market
research group Mintel which found that 38
per cent of all UK online shoppers said that

Like NBCS itself, CDO, a stand-along
product with an annual fee of £2,000, for a
limited time only, allows subscribing
businesses to also share anonymised data
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and profile serial claimants targeting their
businesses.

Many of the new, post-COVID scams involve
bogus returns – from empty boxes filled
with weighted material to cleverly re-sealed
packages that to the untrained eye look
untampered with and end up back on the
shelves for re-sale causing the business
reputational damage as well as financial
loss as a result of the theft.
“There are a lot of sophisticated scams out
there including social media selling groups
that are highly organised and even openly
advertise how to get away with false claims
against retailers,” said Simran Baghara,
Fraud and Legal Services Manager for
Claims Detect Online.
“Version 1 of CDO was the proof of concept
that successfully identified millions of
pounds worth of fraudulent claims, but the
new software takes the platform to a new
level of detection and collaboration – we
are confident it will prove popular with
many existing and prospective customers
who have been increasingly targeted in the
last 20 months.
While contributing retailers, who have
already identified millions of pounds worth
of potentially fraudulent claims through the
simple dashboard reporting system, are
able to identify persistent refund behaviour,
as well as the modus operandi and claim
matches from other users, specific
confidential data is anonymised to comply
with GDPR requirements.
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“This collaboration means businesses no
longer need to write-off fraudulent claims
as the cost of doing business. It will also
help contributors with information to assist
their negotiations with third-party delivery
companies where an issue is identified at
that point of the customer journey.”
Melissa Housden, Profit Protection Support
Manager at Footasylum, said: “This is an
exciting new chapter for the partnership
between Footasylum and the NBCS. We
have already built our fraud detection
platform around CDO, and this new and
enhanced functionality will allow us to do
much more with our investigations.

“CDO has been great
for our business. We are
a small team, but
thanks to Simran and
the NBCS, we are now
part of a bigger
community. I use it
every day and simply
could not do my job as
well as I do without it.”
LP Magazine EU

AtWrk provide a
SaaS(Software as a
Service) modular
platform for
business automation
and process
management.
As well us
underpinning a
number of successful
field service
applications with over
200,000 work orders
processed in the last
year, the AtWrk
platform provides the
backbone for
ServiceAtWrk our Field
Service Management
solution for start-ups
to medium sized
companies.

www.atwrk.io

enquiries@littoralis.com

A nationwide network of BIDs.
BCRPs, shopping centres and
parks
An information sharing structure
that can support all different set
ups and platforms

A support network for all local
partnerships to flourish and grow in
line with member need

Our Connect partners
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NBCS Connect Success Story
As we grow our Connect network of BIDs, BCRPs, shopping centres and parks, we reduce the
intelligence sharing gaps and increase the number of successes achieved in collaboration. Below you
will find an investigation with a positive result which would not have been possible without the
contribution from our Connect members.

Prolific and
violent female
sent back to
prison for
abusing store
colleague

Known prolific and persistent female offender recently released from
prison continued to commit crime and was wanted by police for theft,
assault against a store colleague and racial abuse.
After unsuccessful attempts by police to find the female at her address,
local intelligence passed to NBCS by a Connect Direct member store, was
picked up by our local BCLO team and escalated quickly to police with
additional intelligence.
Further intelligence was shared with partners in the Brighton local area
which resulted in BID wardens identifying the female and calling the
police. She was subsequently arrested and recalled back to prison.
A great demonstration of local collaboration between NBCS, Sussex Police
and local business crime reduction stakeholders , long may success of this
nature continue.
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Metro Security (GB) Plc’s Queen’s
Award-winning M.A.R.S retail
analytics solution enables its
customers to…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slash shrinkage
Boost profits
Improve site efficiency
Enhance customer service
Raise their brand profile
Exploit marketing opportunities

MARS is an all in one solution for linking your epos systems
with your CCTV to reduce transaction overheads and
eliminate leakage by tagging suspect transactions and
providing CCTV evidence.

M.A.R.S is used in hundreds of stores across the UK and
Europe, directly reducing group losses by up to 70%.
n The M.A.R.S system’s innovative loss prevention features
also provide forecourt fuel operator clients including Shell,
Certas Energy, Harvest Energy, Great Gas Petroleum and
George Hammond Plc with complementary, addedvalue/revenue-boosting operational, training and site
management features.
n M.A.R.S is just one part of Metro Security’s comprehensive
range of security, fire detection/alarm and building
management services, backed up by Metro’s in-house 24/7
monitoring facility, NSI Gold certification, and its sister
company Adder Digital Technology’s R&D resources.
n Metro Security boasts a 40+ years trading pedigree, with a
cross-section of residential, commercial, corporate and
public sector customers..

The Worlds most advanced Forecourt
Protection and Parking Solution

ANPR

Parking
Solutions

Forecourt
Protection

www.varstechnology.co.uk

enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com
home.nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com
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